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Themes and takeaways 

1. Macroprudential (MaP) ↔ macro-financial (MFS) frameworks 

a) MaP policies key new element of the post-crisis financial reforms 

- MaP part of broader MFS frameworks   

b) What MaP policies have been adopted? What is the experience so far? 

- Substantial progress, but more to be done 

2. Communication 

a) Internal to agencies, eg between MaP and monetary policy  

- Faces many frictions, but progress is being made  

b) External, with stakeholders  

- Early days. Work in progress. Best way forward less obvious. 

 

 Overall takeaway: A welcome major intellectual shift. But more 

work to be done, including on communication. 
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1. What is a macro-financial stability framework? 
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Growing popularity of the terms “macroprudential” and “financial cycle” 
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Macroprudential: growing use of measures over time  
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Some macroprudential measures have impact on bank credit 

Impact of tightening  
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Challenges... Many, eg measuring systemic risk 
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Challenge... interactions among various types of policy 

 

 How to conduct and coordinate policies to manage financial 

stability risks most efficiently and effectively? 

1. How to deploy each policy individually? 

2. How to coordinate them to increase effectiveness? eg: 

- Are monetary policy and MaPP complements or substitutes? 

• MaPP more successful when they complement MP than 

when they act in opposite directions 

- Can countercyclical fiscal policy complement MaPP? 

3. What is the impact of MaPP on output and inflation? 

- Some on output, little on inflation: but what is efficient overall? 
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2. Communication  

 

a) Internal: eg between MAPP and MP functions 

 Silos in the past, now work in progress. But still: 

 Institutional barriers, staffing, perspectives 

 Asymmetry in relevance; in focus (median vs tail risks; 

horizon); “rigor” of framework; access to data; etc. 

- Can say “GDP at risk” help to communicate with MP? 

 

b) External: financial services industries, users, politicians, others 

 Financial stability hard to communicate and verify 

- Communication in general becomes harder for central banks  

 MaPP more invasive than MP 

 Political economy worse 

Premium on governance, accountability, and communication 
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Challenge: Who is responsible for macroprudential measures? 
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A case for autonomy, with transparency and accountability 

A divine coincidence?  Or another trilemma?   

Autonomy 

Transparency Accountability 
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